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College of Arts and Sciences

7. Environmental Science & Policy
   ESP
   Geography
   ESP MS

6. History & Political Science
   Chair: Michael Francis
   History
   Political Science
   MLA – Florida Studies

5. Biological Sciences
   Melanie Riedinger-Whitmore
   Biology
   Health Science
   Conservation Biology MS

4. Psychology
   Chair: Mark Pezzo
   Psychology
   General Experimental MA

5 Certificates:
   GIS
   Creative Writing
   Infant Mental Health
   Food Writing/Photo
   Brewing Arts
   +
   SNAP (Nursing)

1. Society, Culture & Languages
   Chair: Jay Sokolovsky
   Anthropology
   Criminology
   Foreign Languages (Spa/Fre)
   Interdisciplinary Social Science
   Forensic Studies and Justice

2. Verbal and Visual Arts
   Chair: Lisa Starks
   English
   Graphic Design (BFA)
   MLA - General

3. Journalism & Digital Communications
   Chair: Deni Elliot
   Mass Comm/Journalism
   Digital Journalism & Design, Online MA
   Journalism & Media Studies, MA
Past 5 Years
4 Bachelors, 3 Masters, 5 Certificates

Biology
Health Science
Conservation Biology MS

Foreign Languages (Spa/Fre)
Forensic Studies and Justice

5 Certificates:
- GIS
- Creative Writing
- Infant Mental Health
- Food Writing/Photo
- Brewing Arts
  + SNAP

General Experimental MA

Digital Journalism & Design, Online MA
NEXT 5 Years - MAP

Sustainability Studies

Chemistry

Math: Computational and Applied

Bachelors in General Studies (BGS)

Sociology

Urban Studies

Social Work

Art History / Museum

Cognitive Neuroscience

Data Analysis Certificate

Other Possible Collaborations through:

USF System (Health Collaboration, 2+2)

Stetson Law (Combined Degree)

St. Petersburg College (FUSE)
CAS – 2,635 Students

- 801  Biology
- 447  Psychology
- 278  Health Science
- 172  Journalism
- 162  Env Science
- 43   Journalism
- 38   MLA
- 17   ESP
- 16   Psychology
- 14   Biology
Fall 2017:
620 Classes:
18% Grad
10% DL

178 Faculty

PT Adjunct 92
52%

FT Tenure 59
33%

FT Instructor 15
8%

FT Visitor 12
7%
Sponsored Research Projects
2017

National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB)
US Geological Survey (USGS)

$2.1 Million

United States Food and Drug Administration (USDA)
National Science Foundation (NSF)

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Seminole Tribe of Florida
Thank you!

Questions?